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SPECIAL NEWSLETTER

DNA Update
by James Edgar (james@jamesedgar.ca)
As before, I’m putting out a Special Edgar Events to give an update on the newest
DNA tests and to share some photos and stories about my recent trip to the UK.
I mentioned last about John Coburn of Regina, who is the same DNA type as
myself (I-253, or I1 in the old naming method). Dr. Bruce Cockburn, who has been managing a
Y-DNA series of tests with John, had this to say in May:
Hi John,
Here's a quick update (I'm in the middle of an exam marking frenzy).
Your STR matches do not include any Coburns or Colburns, which suggests that your
genetic lineage is a new one in my project. The STR matches confirmed that you were in
the Scandinavian haplogroup 11, which is relatively common in the Irish Sea region,
including Northern Ireland. As follow-up testing I ordered the Z58 and Z140 SNP
mutation tests, which determined that are positive for Z58 but negative for Z140. Z58
is still a relatively common subclade of I1.
What I'd like to do next is order the "I-Z58 SNP Pack" which contains a battery of
some 100-odd SNP tests that will allow us to determine the precise subclade of I1 that
contains your lineage. This will allow us to determine your closest genetic relatives. Later
on we may see Coburn matches, as more Coburns get tested (relatively few Coburn men
have been tested so far). Establishing your precise lineage now will be helpful later on
to start the process of reconstructing your genetic family tree. Is it fine with you if I
order the SNP pack using your stored cell samples?
Bruce
And, of course, John said, Hi Bruce, yes, please go ahead with the order.
Then, there was this from Bruce on July 18:
The SNP pack is now ordered. I imagine that the results will be back in 4 to 8
weeks. The results will tell us more precisely what the closest genetic families are to
your Coburn lineage, using the all of the known SNP mutations.

~-~-~-~

About the email I received from Jarnell Edgar, explaining the DNA tests done by HER and her
father, Paul Edgar of Australia. I mistakenly thought that Jarnell was a man. ☹ But, no, which
explains why her father had the Y-DNA test—she couldn’t!
Nonetheless, our email conversation continues, as we explore the tree into the distant past. I
could be wrong, but I’m convinced there was an NPE (Non-Paternal Event) somewhere in her
family’s distant past, possibly 400 or more years ago. The reasoning goes like this: All the Edgars
who match the Dunbars DNA-wise arose from Berwickshire, in Scotland. The map I included last
edition still holds, so I include it here again. There’s been an addition, which I’ll get to soon. A
yellow pin indicates a birthplace for DNA tests we’ve done with roots to the Berwickshire area.

The explanation below says much about the DNA results we got from Jarnell’s father, Paul
Edgar:
The DNA doesn't lie.
As an example of what makes me so confident that there's a glitch in Jarnell's tree away
back, I include the DNA results of a person I met up with while in Scotland last month [Jim
Edgar of North Berwick]. I knew his family came from Peebles as far back as we could
trace, but thought that perhaps he was part of the Wedderlie Edgars with direct links to the
Dunbar family (descended from Cospatrick II, 1st Earl of Dunbar, possibly Cospatrick III,
2nd Earl of Dunbar – the history is murky).

Jim links to Dr. James Edgar of Manchester, and to Andrew N.L. Edgar of Battle, UK,
both with direct links to Wedderlie, so there is no doubt that the DNA results connect to
these families.
Searching Jim Edgar’s result on the surname Edgar gets this (another part of his matches
is shown below):

Here are the results from Andrew N.L. Edgar. Note that this newest test result from Jim
Edgar is in there, along with Dr. James Edgar:

Now, in Paul's test, Jarnell's father, there are no links to Edgars anywhere in the vast
database at FTDNA. That tells me there is a disconnect – a name change perhaps, or an
adoption into a different family, an NPE (most likely). When this NPE occurred is anybody's
guess, but I contend it was a long way back. Unless we can get the woman who had the
male child to tell us when this happened and with whom, it's pure conjecture, and likely we'll
never know.
Here are the only matches for Paul—not close, and not anywhere near the results we have
for the Edgars like Jim and Andrew above:

~-~-~-~
Now, I’ll report on James Edgar of North Berwick, who I met while in Scotland in mid-May. He
goes by Jim, and I had connected with him through email. He wrote in January this year (very
politely):
Excuse me if I am bothering you but I picked up from the net that you do a newsletter
on Edgars. As an Edgar I am interested if you do.
Best
Jim Edgar ( from and live near Edinburgh)
My response:
Hi Jim,
I did publish a newsletter, right up until last year. You can find them all at
http://www.edgargen.ca/james.htm#Edgar%20Events
I stopped the regular issue, but am toying with the idea of periodic updates to report
something newsworthy.
Tell me about yourself. How old are you? Do you have a tree you'd like to share?
And, Jim quickly wrote back:
James,
Wow, thanks for the swift response and coincidentally rather than deliberately
(although it must have been in my mind) I have just come off the Scotlandspeople
website having successfully located my grandad's online birth certificate, also James as
is my father. My great grandfather's name was Robert and I now have the choice of 3

in terms of who it may be. I have deferred for now in case I can glean anything else
from my parents to 'guess' correctly.
In terms of me and my family. I am 56 and was born in 1960 in Edinburgh. We support
Hibernian Football Club and I mention that because their stadium is in Leith and it is
very clear my Dad's family came from Leith. I don't have a tree at the moment, other
than what I have shared above but do intend to go further. I also a few years ago
researched my mother's side (McLean) and I intend to resurrect that.
We live in a place called North Berwick which is about 25 miles from Edinburgh. I am
married to a Maxwell and have 3 kids aged 23 to 19 so have a bit more time to spend on
this now.
…
Up until now I thought because I had read somewhere that Edgar was a Borders
(between Scotland and England) name but having had a skim at some of your info I can
see some Irish and Viking stuff in there. I particularly like the reference to helping
Robert the Bruce.
Anyhow thank you for sharing and it is great that you have put so much time in to this.
Oh by the way were you aware that someone has actually designed and registered an
Edgar tartan with the Scottish Register of Tartans. I wear the McLean kilt but may
invest in a pair of trews in the Edgar tartan.
All the best.
Jim Edgar
So, it went, and we exchanged emails back and forth, right up until the time I travelled first to
Ireland, then Scotland in early May. We planned to meet up in Edinburgh, get to know each other
better, and sip a dram or two of single-malt whisky. And we did!
Here are some photos from that trip, with explanatory captions.

James Edgar and James Edgar
in Edinburgh

At the woolen mill at Edinburgh Castle, we met
Wendy Dunbar. She overheard me looking at a
Dunbar scarf, so she introduced herself. She
was there with her mother and a friend. We
spoke at length about family history and how the
Dunbars and Edgars are the same family, DNAwise.

Jim talking with Wendy Dunbar and her friend – both from the USA
Look at all the tartan scarves – I could have brought one of each home! But I only bought two.

Jim made reference in his letter above, and I’m sure I wrote in an earlier newsletter, about Tom
Edgar and his sister, Carol Hunter, creating an Edgar tartan. I didn’t get to meet Carol, but here
I am with Tom in his offices in Edinburgh City Council – right on the Royal Mile opposite St. Giles’
Cathedral!

Before I put up any more pictures, I want to continue with the rest of the story about Jim Edgar
of North Berwick. While I was over there, I convinced him to test his DNA. Just the fact that his
distant ancestor came from Peebles was enough for me to think that Jim’s ancestry might lie
with the Wedderlie Edgars. Peebles is a few short miles directly west of Wedderlie – recall the
map above.
That said, on May 17, I ordered Jim’s DNA test. On July 3, we had the results, and look at this:

See all the connections to Dunbar & Cockburn? Those are direct links to the Wedderlie Edgars
and further back to Cospatrick and the Dunbar family.
There is no question that Jim fits the Wedderlie Edgar/Dunbar mould! There are pages and
pages like this one—seven, to be exact. Oodles of Dunbars, Cockburns, and a couple of
Edgars mentioned above—Andrew and Dr. James Edgar.
Now for some more photos.

Keithock House, owned by David Edgar and descendants from 1617 to 1790.

Jeremy Cox, current owner of Keithock

Katherine Cox, the owner’s wife. An
interesting story arose while we chatted. Her
uncle is an astronomer at the Vatican
Observatory in Arizona named Chris Corbally.
I’m the editor of the RASC Observer’s
Handbook, and Chris is one of the
contributors – we know each other from
another place and time!

Westruther, near Wedderlie

Wedderlie!

The portion on the right was the original part, built in the 1300s
on land given to Richard Edgar from Robert the Bruce.

A few more…
Patricia Edgar of Dundee. We tested her nephew,
Raymond Croxford – another Dunbar/Edgar.

Patricia wanted me to see the astronomical
observatory near her home, and we got to do that,
as well as see her artwork at the Dundee Gallery.

Rachel Edgar in her garden in Edinburgh. We
tested her Dad’s DNA in 2009, and we’ve
traced his tree back to the late 1700s in
Dumfriesshire. I had a short visit with him and
his wife while in Edinburgh – he’s James
McLean Edgar, born 1927. Rachel was kind
enough to take me on a walking tour of
downtown Edinburgh, though some very
interesting spots called a “Close” – a side lane
into an enclosed courtyard.

Pewter Badges
I have 19 Edgar Crests left, and will continue to take orders.
At $18, plus shipping, they make a great gift.
Email me at james@jamesedgar.ca
A few pewter buttons are also available.

